
Core Values 
At St. Peter’s Catholic Primary School we explore 17 core values over a three 
year rolling programme.  



In order to help the children learn about the British value of democracy, each 
term the children vote (using a black ballot box!) for the core value they would 
like to be in focus.  



Each core value has its own set of aims which are explored in a weekly whole school assembly. Each term, 
certificates are sent home so that parents/carers can share when their child has exemplified our focus core 
value outside of school. These certificates are shared in our weekly core value assemblies. 

Core value We shine when we… We aim to help the children to … 

Compassion 
have 

compassion. 

 Welcome, nurture and support new members of our school community; 
 Support charities and those in need; 
 Show kindness and respect to one another. 
  

Creativity 
appreciate 
creativity. 

 Use all their senses to explore the beauty in the world around them and 
consider ways in which people celebrate God’s creation – such as 
through painting, photography or making music – and the way in 
which a person has chosen to do this is an expression of their own crea-
tivity. 

 Look at how we all have a responsibility to take care of the world 
around us in order to maintain its beauty. 

  

Forgiveness 
show 

forgiveness. 

 Recognise that one of the greatest gifts we have is the gift of for-
giveness. 

 Consider for a moment a life without forgiveness., perhaps, to live in a 
state of unforgiving. 

 Imagine never being able to forgive someone who had ever hurt you, 
having a memory of every injury and that memory coming between you 
and those around you, never to be laid to rest. 

 Appreciate that human relationships depend on mutual forgiveness, on 
releasing and being released from things that could otherwise hold us 
bound. 

  

Hope are full of hope. 

 Understand that Jesus is the hope and light of the world as he shows 
us how to live our lives; 

 See that there is a chance (hope) of a new beginning and a fresh start 
in every situation; 

 Recognise that people can work together for a hopeful future (in terms 
of creating a more sustainable environment and a better society). 

  

Humility show humility. 

 Recognise that pride in our own achievements can be a good thing; 
however, when it makes us feel above others and stops us valuing their 
advice it is not a good quality; 

 Understand that sometimes we need to ask for help and that it is OK to 
ask for help. God hears and helps us through our prayers; 

 Appreciate that those who follow Jesus should be prepared to be the 
servant of others; 

 Understand that humility means thinking of ourselves less and others 
more. 

  

Responsibility are responsible. 

 Recognise that adults and other children can offer advice but ultimately 
individuals are responsible for their own choices, be it words they 
choose to say or not say, or actions they choose to do or not do. 

 Appreciate that sometimes people may make mistakes, but by admit-
ting that they have made a mistake they can recognise the effect this 
has had on themselves or others and they have the chance to learn 
from this and work hard to ensure that it does not happen again. By 
doing this they are taking responsibility for their words or actions. 

  
  


